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The IBM REXX/370 Compiler—Part Two
B y  D a v e  S a l t

PART 1 OF THIS 3 PART ARTICLE DISCUSSED THE FOLLOWING:

▼ How the IBM REXX/370 compiler (hereafter called ‘the
compiler’) differentiates itself from competing products.

▼ How the compiler can increase REXX performance up to 10
times when compared to interpreted REXX.

▼ How the ‘Library’ and ‘Alternate Library’ affect performance.
▼ How to determine if the Library or Alternate Library is available

on a system.

This article describes various ways the compiler can be invoked, and
looks at two different forms of output the compiler can create.

HOW TO INVOKE THE IBM REXX/370 COMPILER

The compiler is an add-on product for which an additional licensing
fee is usually paid. If the compiler is available at a site, there are sev-
eral ways it can be invoked. For example:

1. Use ISPF option 4.14 or 5.14
ISPF menus vary from site to site, but generally the REXX

compiler is available as option 4.14 (Foreground) or 5.14 (Batch)
from the ISPF Primary Option Menu. If these options aren’t
available, it doesn’t necessarily mean the compiler isn’t
available. If in doubt, check with your systems programmer.

2. Submit JCL
REXX can be compiled in batch by submitting JCL, an

example of which is shown in Figure 1. The program that
performs the compile (REXXCOMP) is an alias of FANCOMP,
which is usually in a library attached to the LINKLIST.

The two types of executable the compiler can create (i.e.
CEXEC and OBJ) are discussed later in this article. The JCL
shown below creates a CEXEC, and uses ALT, SL, COND and
TRACE as compile options. These options were chosen for this
article because they create executables that generally operate
with the lowest degree of surprise in the widest range of
environments. These and other compile options are examined in
detail in the third and final part of this series.

This sample JCL reads a REXX source program (SYSIN) and
creates a compiled executable (SYSCEXEC). As the output is
created in CEXEC format, the input and output data set names
can optionally be the same. In other words, both the input source
and output executable can exist in the same library, providing the
source and executable member names are different.

3. Use an Edit Macro
My favorite way to compile a REXX procedure is to simply

enter ‘COMPREXX’ on the command line while editing the
source member. COMPREXX is an Edit Macro that exists in a
personal library; i.e. it’s not a built-in ISPF command.

A condensed version of the Edit Macro is shown in Figure 2.
To use it, simply copy this logic into a member called
COMPREXX in a data set that’s attached to the SYSPROC or
SYSEXEC ddname. Change one or both of the data set names
shown in bold, then test it by editing a REXX source member
and entering COMPREXX on the edit command line.

What the macro in Figure 2 does is set parameters required by
another procedure (REXXC), and calls REXXC to perform the
actual compile. REXXC is supplied by IBM, and is usually
found in ‘FAN140.AFANCMD’. If the library at your site has a
different name, be sure to modify the above macro accordingly.
Conversely, if REXXC is in a library that’s already attached to
SYSPROC or SYSEXEC, the ALTLIB ACTIVATE and
DEACTIVATE statements can be removed.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF COMPILED OUTPUT

There are two basic forms of executable the compiler can create; a
Compiled EXEC (CEXEC) and an Object module (OBJ). Some simi-
larities between the two formats are that both can perform significantly
faster than interpreted REXX, and both have the ability to prevent the
underlying source code from being seen or modified. Differences
between the two formats are explained as follows:

▼ CEXEC
A CEXEC is the easiest format to create. Nothing has to be

changed in the source code, nothing has to be linked, and the
order in which the procedure is searched for remains the same as
it does for interpreted procedures. In other words, the fact that
the procedure is compiled is completely transparent.
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//jobcard
//COMPILE      EXEC PGM=REXXCOMP,PARM=’ALT SL COND TRACE’ 
//SYSIN        DD   DSN=yourlib.SYSEXEC(REXXIN),DISP=SHR 
//SYSCEXEC     DD   DSN=yourlib.SYSEXEC(REXXOUT),DISP=SHR     
//SYSPUNCH     DD   DUMMY                                     
//SYSIEXEC     DD   DUMMY                                     
//SYSTERM      DD   SYSOUT=*                                  
//SYSPRINT     DD   SYSOUT=*

Figure 1: Sample JCL
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Another advantage of a CEXEC is
that the source and compiled
executables can exist in the same library
(provided of course the member names
are different). However, there are several
reasons why it’s usually better to keep
compiled and non-compiled procedures
in separate libraries. This includes:
▲ Having 2 separate libraries allows

source and compiled member names
to stay the same. This minimizes
maintenance as procedures are
always called using the same name,
regardless of whether they’ve been
compiled or not.

▲ A library containing compiled executables can more easily be
delivered to end-users or customers without having to supply
the underlying source members.

▲ Functions such as search and replace can be performed across
entire source libraries without any possibility of affecting
compiled executables.
The source and compiled libraries can both have the same

attributes (e.g. Fixed Block record length 80). To ensure
compiled procedures are picked up first, libraries containing
compiled procedures should be allocated ahead of libraries
containing source procedures.

Note that a CEXEC cannot freely be copied to a data set with
a different record format or record length. For example, to copy
a CEXEC from an FB-80 data set to a VB-84 data set, a special
IBM utility called REXXF must be used. REXXF is usually
shipped in a data set called ‘FAN140.SEAGCMD’.

▼ OBJ
Object modules are link-edited to one of several different stubs

to create a load module in the traditional RECFM=U format.
Stubs convert input arguments to a format that can be understood
by REXX, and several different stubs are supplied by IBM. One of
the more commonly used stubs is ‘CPPLEFPL’, which is actually
a combination of two separate stubs, i.e. ‘CPPL’ (which allows
REXX load modules to be called from TSO/ISPF), and ‘EFPL’
(which allows REXX load modules to be called as external
routines or functions from other REXX procedures).
Consequently, the CPPLEFPL stub offers a great deal of flexibility
in the way compiled REXX load modules can be called.

A primary reason for compiling REXX into OBJ format is to
further enhance performance. This can be achieved by linking
several different objects together, thus creating static calls to
external routines and functions. For REXX procedures that
make many external calls, this can be especially important as
the time required to perform dynamic searches can be reduced
or eliminated.

Unlike a CEXEC, conversion of interpreted REXX to OBJ
format is not always transparent. For one thing, the search path
changes to that of a load module instead of a CEXEC or
interpreted procedure. For another, the way a procedure is called
may need to be changed; for example, by altering ‘SELECT
CMD’ to remove a leading percent sign and to add a
LANG(CREX) parameter. In addition, certain REXX statements
(e.g. PARSE SOURCE) may yield different results.

To link several objects together, the DLINK compiler option
needs to be used. While this can result in increased performance,
there are several disadvantages to doing this, including:
▲ The CONDENSE compiler option cannot be used, meaning

the underlying REXX source code cannot be hidden (i.e., is
visible in the generated load module).

▲ The TRACE compiler option cannot be used, meaning the
generated load module cannot be traced during execution.

▲ The 8th character of each linked object name is lost. This
means the calling and called programs must differ by more
than just the 8th character of their name.

▲ DLINK has no effect if programs are executed via the
Alternate library.

▲ Any changes to statically linked modules are not picked up
unless the modules are re-linked.

▲ Special care must be taken if modules call themselves
recursively.
Another small disadvantage of creating executables in load

module format rather than CEXEC format is that load modules
are slightly more difficult to transfer to and from a PC.

If you’d like to create a REXX executable in load module
format, simply replace the call to REXXC in the previously
described COMPREXX edit macro with the call shown in
Figure 3. This call creates a straight-forward load module
containing a single object that is link-edited with the
CPPLEFPL stub. The object library and load library (see the
names shown in bold) are automatically created by the
REXXC utility if they don’t already exist. To ensure the
resulting load module is found, the load library should be
attached to ISPLLIB.

Stay tuned for next month’s copy of Technical Support!  

NaSPA member Dave Salt is President of Soft-Center Solutions.
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/* COMPREXX Edit macro to compile whichever REXX source procedure   */
/* is currently being edited. Author: Dave Salt                     */
address isredit                /* Set default environment.          */
“MACRO”                        /* This is an edit macro.            */
“(DSN) = DATASET”              /* Get input data set name.          */
“(MEMBER) = MEMBER”            /* Get input member name.            */
outdsn = “mypref.COMP.SYSEXEC” /* Set where compiled output goes.   */
if dsn = outdsn then           /* If input and output datasets have */

outmem = “SOMENAME”         /* same name, mem names must differ. */
else outmem = member           /* Else, members can have same name. */
“SAVE”                         /* Save any changes made to the REXX.*/
address tso “ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC) DA(‘FAN140.AFANCMD’)” 
address tso “REXXC ‘“dsn”(“member”)’” ,                              

“CEXEC(‘“outdsn”(“outmem”)’) NOPRINT ALT SL COND TRACE”        
say “Return Code from call to REXXC = “rc                            
address tso “ALTLIB DEACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC)”                    

Figure 2: Condensed version of edit Marco

address tso “REXXC ‘“dsn”(“member”)’”,               
“OBJECT(‘MY.OBJ.LIB(“member”)’,CPPLEFPL,”,         

“‘MY.LOAD.LIB(“member”)’) NOPRINT ALT SL COND TRACE”

Figure 3: Comprexx edit Marco call


